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ABSTRACT

The Internet of Things will include many resource-constrained lightweight wireless sensing devices, hungry for energy, bandwidth and compute cycles. The sheer amount of devices involved will require new solutions to handle issues such as identification and power provisioning. First, to simplify identity management, device identification is moving from symmetric-key solutions to public-key solutions. Second, to avoid the endless swapping of batteries, passively-powered energy harvesting solutions are preferred. In this contribution, we analyze some of the feasible solutions from this challenging design space. We have built an autonomous, energy-harvesting sensor node which includes a micro-controller, RF-unit, and energy harvester. We use it to analyze the computation and communication energy requirements for Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) with different security levels.

The implementation of Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) on small microcontrollers is challenging. Most of the earlier literature has considered optimizing the performance of ECC (with respect to cycle count and software footprint) on a given architecture. This thesis addresses a different aspect of the resource-constrained ECC implementation wherein the most suitable architecture parameters are identified for any given application profile. At the high level, an application profile for an ECC-based lightweight device, such as wireless sensor node or RFID tag, is defined by the required security level, signature generation latency and the available energy/power budget. The target architecture parameters of interest include core-voltage, core-frequency, and/or the need for hardware acceleration. We present a methodology to derive and optimize the architecture parameters starting from the application requirements. We demonstrate our methodology on a MSP430F5438A microcontroller, and present the energy/architecture design space for 80-bit and 128-bit security-levels, for prime field curves secp160r1 and nistp256. Our results show that energy cost per authen-
tication is minimized if a microcontroller is operated at the maximum possible frequency. This is because the energy consumed by leakage (i.e., static power dissipation) becomes proportionally less important as the runtime of the application decreases. Hence, in a given energy harvesting method, it is always better to wait as long as possible before initiating ECC computations which are completed at the highest frequency when sufficient energy is available.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Lightweight devices including sensor nodes, RFIDs, smart cards etc., are now widely used in many applications for device identification, secure communication, and also to store private information. Sensor nodes and RFIDs that are constrained in terms of the available resources, monitor their surroundings and provide a real-time information regarding a physical phenomenon. The Internet-of-Things, which may turn every such device into an Internet host, is an important opportunity for these lightweight devices. All these devices may become interconnected to provide a better user experience. This trend is now accelerated by advanced technologies such as IPv6, ultra-low-power microprocessors, and novel MEMS sensors. When several devices are interconnected, it is highly probable that malicious/adversarial devices can potentially access sensitive information, thereby compromising the security of the network. Thus, information security plays a crucial role in bringing Internet-of-Things to reality. It is easy to see that cryptographic algorithms are therefore necessary to ensure data secrecy.

There are different types of cryptographic algorithms that address several security and privacy issues in such an interconnected world. These algorithms support services like authen-
tication, confidentiality, non-repudiation, and data integrity. Cryptographic algorithms are classified into two broad categories: Symmetric cryptography and Public key cryptography (PKC). In the context of IoT, PKC is a better choice in comparison to symmetric-key cryptography because of easier key distribution and key handling. Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is one such public-key technique that has received significant attention due to the high level of security while using smaller key sizes as compared to other PKC techniques such as RSA.

Cryptographic technologies are advancing with novel designs and implementations and there is an extensive body of work on efficient hardware and software implementation of ECC-based [1, 2, 3] signatures. However, the implementation of PKC in constrained environments remains a challenging problem. Lightweight Cryptography (LWC) is one of the research areas that focuses on designing schemes for devices with constrained capabilities in terms of power supply, hardware, software, and connectivity. While device size and energy consumption are the major factors with regards to the hardware implementation; smaller memory footprint, RAM size, and computationally light algorithms are the core focus of the software implementation.

The next challenge with lightweight platforms is the power source. The amount available energy in such constrained environments is limited, and it requires a holistic approach that considers the energy source as well as the energy consumer. Several researchers have analyzed the energy cost of public-key cryptography [4, 5, 6] and symmetric-key cryptography [7]. Lightweight cryptosystems warrant optimization techniques that match the available energy budget and performance requirements. This requires selection of optimal architecture parameters such as operating voltage, frequency, and use of efficient cryptographic algorithms. Most of the earlier literature considered optimizing the performance of ECC (with respect to cycle count and software footprint) on a given architecture. These designs use advanced algorithmic transformations and optimizations to accelerate the underlying complex mathematical operations. Furthermore, they also make use of technology-specific features. Software implementations assume certain amounts of flash and RAM memory, or microcon-
controller features such as a hardware multiplier. Hardware implementations assume a target cell library of specific performance and feature size. Such an assumption of a specific target architecture at the start of the design is typical for contemporary digital design methods. On the other hand, it is much harder for ECC designers to make clear commitments to application constraints such as the available energy budget and the required authentication latency.

In this thesis, we present a different approach to design a lightweight cryptosystem by considering the constrained design requirements, rather than how to obtain the fastest ECC point multiplication. The question addressed in this work is: how can we select architecture parameters such that we meet these design requirements, including energy budget and application throughput? We provide an empirical answer to this question by exploring the energy design-space of PKC in resource constrained environments.

Another challenge of lightweight devices is the battery powered operation, limiting the lifetime of the devices and it requires battery replacement over the time. One possible solution to battery powered devices is to integrate an energy harvester with the device itself which harvests energy from its surroundings [8] in order to power up the system. Energy harvesting considerably simplifies the installation and maintenance of such devices. Without battery replacement or wiring requirements, they can be installed in physically challenging or inaccessible environments - and their lifetime appears to become infinite. The downside of energy harvesting is that it severely limits the energy budget available for WSN operation [9]. For example, vibration-based [10] or piezo-electric based harvesters [11] deliver a few microwatt up to a milliwatt; solar-based harvesters deliver a few tens to hundreds of milliwatt [12].

This thesis looks at a specific type of Wireless Sensor Node (WSN), one which is in capability just above a passive RFID. Figure [1.1] demonstrates the topology of an energy-harvested WSN. A supercapacitor collects the energy from a harvester. The supercap then powers up a microcontroller and a radio. However, this system needs to balance the influx of energy from the harvester with the energy consumed in computing and communicating.
The WSN will therefore operate with a certain duty cycle that periodically activates the communication/computation subsystem, and that otherwise powers it off or keeps it in a low-power standby mode.

One of the contributions of this thesis is to understand the energy design-space of PKC, covering computation as well as the communication overhead. This was previously investigated by de Meulenaer for ECDSA [13], and by Wander for ECDSA and RSA [14]. Our efforts differ from these previous work in the following aspects: (a) we present actual measurement data rather than estimates and (b) we investigate the impact of security level on the energy budget. We also note that the importance of the energy design space of PKC was also raised by Struik at DIAC 2013 [15]. We analyze the public-key cryptographic (PKC) primitives on an energy harvested node. In a public-key identification protocol, a verifier sends a random challenge to the WSN and requests a signature for it. Afterward, the verifier checks the signature using the WSN public key. The WSN releases its public-key to the verifier while protecting its secret key.

We study the energy/latency characteristics of an WSN doing ECDSA key generation, signature generation, signature verification and signature transmission over the RF. We present our results for a microcontroller target, a MSP430F5438A from Texas Instruments and evaluate the energy characteristics of signatures at 80-bit and 128-bit security level [16]. The resulting curves then allow us to determine, for a given security level and energy budget, the most appropriate core frequency and voltage level.
1.2 Contribution

This effort brings following contributions to the challenging design space of energy-harvested WSN.

1. We demonstrate a WSN platform that integrates a microcontroller, a radio, an energy-harvester, and an energy-measurement subsystem. We can accurately measure the performance as well as the energy consumption of individual components in this system. The WSN connects to a host workstation that takes the role of server. For example, when implementing an identification protocol, the host workstation acts as the verifier. Our design is based on Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) components leading to a physical proof-of-concept.

2. We introduce a low cost prototype setup for the precise energy measurement of a microcontroller based application.

3. Our prototype implements an efficient authentication between a resource constrained node and a server, using Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA). We explore the energy/architecture design space for 80 bit and 128 bit security-levels, for prime field curves $\text{secp160r1}$ and $\text{nistp256}$.

4. We examine multiple architecture configurations: multiple frequencies, multiple core voltages, and with/without use of the MSP430’s hardware multiplier. For each of these configurations, we perform an in-depth analysis of the energy needs by isolating the energy required for computations from the energy required for communication.

5. Finally we present a methodology to derive and optimize the architecture parameters starting from the application requirements. We introduce an energy model that helps to configure a sensor node automatically so as to adapt to the changing energy needs and thereby guides the design of energy harvester.
1.3 Organization

The following chapters of the thesis are structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes the background related to power and energy in the digital electronics, lightweight platforms and public key cryptography. In chapter 3, we explain the hardware and software setup used for our experiments. We also describe the various operating modes supported by our system. The resulting energy/throughput curves are presented in Chapter 4 and applied in a methodology in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes our energy model for sensor node configuration. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of our work and identifies potential future targets.

1.4 Related Articles

Our work is described in the following papers:


Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter we give a brief introduction to power in digital electronics, RFID, WSN, and Public key cryptography.

2.1 Power and Energy in Digital Electronics

Power dissipation in modern digital electronics has two major components: static power dissipation defined by the static leakage current, and dynamic power consumption, defined by the circuit activity. The static power dissipation depends, in first order, on the operating voltage of the circuit and the size of the circuit. On the other hand, dynamic power dissipation depends, in first order, on the operating frequency of the circuit, the size of the circuit, and the square of the operating voltage.

We analyze what happens to the energy dissipation for a fixed workload, such as signature generation, under varying operating conditions. In the following, $K$ and $C$ are technology constants, $\alpha$ is an application-dependent activity factor, $T_{cycle}$ is the clock cycle period, $f_{cycle}$ is the operating frequency, and $n$ is the workload cycle budget. The energy dissipation per workload has a static and a dynamic component which are given by,
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Figure 2.1: Expected Energy dissipation as a function of frequency

\[ E_{\text{dyn}} = P_{\text{dyn}}.T_{\text{alg}} = \alpha.C.V^2.f_{\text{cycle}}.T_{\text{cycle}}.n \] (2.1)

\[ E_{\text{stat}} = P_{\text{static}}.T_{\text{alg}} = K.V.T_{\text{cycle}}.n \] (2.2)

The total energy dissipation thus equals

\[ E_{\text{tot}} = E_{\text{dyn}} + E_{\text{static}} = n.[\alpha.C.V^2 + K.V.T_{\text{cycle}}] \] (2.3)

This formulation leads to the following assessment. If the clock frequency increases, the total energy per workload will decrease: the dynamic energy remains constant, while the static energy decreases. Furthermore, if the operating voltage decreases, the total energy per workload will decrease as well. Finally, if the security level of the design increases (from 80 bit to 128 bit, for example), the cycle budget \( n \) will increase, and the total energy per workload will increase as well. This analysis is captured by Figure 2.1. The leftmost point on the curve represents a design where the static and dynamic parts of the energy per workload
are equal. As the operating frequency increases, the total energy decreases as well. We note that this figure is a theoretical model: it ignores overhead for clock generation, and for transitions between power modes.

2.2 Constrained RFID, Wireless Sensor Nodes

Lightweight platforms are constrained in terms of the available computational resources, power consumption, memory size, form factor, cost etc. Such constraints make security (i.e., integrity, confidentiality and availability) implementation challenging. This requires design and implementation of optimized cryptographic algorithms that meet the resource requirements of the lightweight devices. Lightweight cryptography is an area that deals with designing such schemes efficiently.

Depending on the power source, RFID designs are either energy-constrained or power-constrained \cite{17}. They also have to optimize application throughput (the time taken to complete a single signature) with respect to the available energy budget. We note that the requirements on energy and power depend on the type of RFID.

- Active RFID are powered from a battery source, and they have to minimize the energy consumed per signature as this will maximize the battery lifetime.
- Passive RFID are powered through an RF source, and they have to minimize the time required per signature while matching the available power budget.
- Passive RFID, powered through an energy harvesting mechanism that includes an energy store, have to minimize the energy used per signature as well, since this allows uninterrupted RFID operation. Furthermore, the energy needed for the desired application throughput has to match the average energy influx in the harvester.

Along similar lines, different nodes interact with each other in a wireless sensor network and it becomes necessary to secure their communication against eavesdropping or malicious
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manipulation. WSN node includes a computational unit, radio transceiver with antenna and an energy source. Size and cost of such sensor node is an important factor for their wide deployment in the real world. Further, size and cost result in corresponding constraints on the resources like computational power, memory, energy and communication bandwidth. It is necessary to optimize the energy consumption of WSN nodes as it determines their lifetime. WSN nodes can be deployed in various environments that warrants the following characteristics; a) maximum lifetime b) self-configuration, and c) robustness.

2.3 Public Key Cryptography

Table 2.1: Recent ECC implementations for RFID

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Field/Curve</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Resource</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hardware or Software</td>
<td></td>
<td>(seconds)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>$GF(2^{163})$</td>
<td>HW, 0.13$\mu$m 100Khz</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>Point Mult</td>
<td>12,506 GE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>$GF(2^{163})$</td>
<td>HW, 0.18$\mu$m 106Khz</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>Point Mult</td>
<td>11,904 GE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>secp160r1</td>
<td>SW, MSP430F1611 8MHz</td>
<td>8.54</td>
<td>ECDSA sign</td>
<td>13,520 bytes code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>secp160r1</td>
<td>SW, MSP430F1611 8MHz</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Point Mult</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>nistp192</td>
<td>SW, MSP430F2131 6.7MHz</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>Point Mult</td>
<td>16,060 bytes code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>secp160r1</td>
<td>SW, MSP430F5529 25MHz</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>ECDSA sign</td>
<td>24,000 bytes code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are appealing advantages to use public-key cryptography in lightweight applications like RFID, and WSN that require authentication. Indeed, PKC-based authentication significantly simplifies the distribution of cryptographic keys, resulting in a more scalable solution. Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is one such popular PKC technique in embedded context because of the high security level while using small key sizes. The challenge of using ECC [21] in such constrained environment is how to deal with the high computational cost associated
with ECC algorithms relative to the capabilities of the lightweight platforms [22, 23, 24, 25]. Table 2.1 shows some of the more recent achievements. It is fair to state that a security level of 80 bit (ECC curves of at least 160 bit) is within reach, with sub-second latency, in small footprint applications (i.e. 15 KGate, 100 KHz hardware implementations; or 16 bit, 8-MHz software implementations).
Chapter 3

Implementation

This section explains the system architecture of our design which includes a brief description of the different hardware blocks, the driver application and its operational modes. We first explain our energy measurement setup and the procedure to measure the average current consumed by any software subroutine.

3.1 High Resolution Energy Measurement

Figure 3.1 depicts the block diagram of energy measurement setup used in our experiments. The average current consumed by a microcontroller during a particular interval of time is measured by integrating the immediate current. The current is measured by means of the voltage drop over a shunt resistor on the microcontroller $V_{cc}$ line. To sample the voltage drop, we use OpenADC [26, 27] with a Spartan FPGA [28], in place of a traditional high-speed oscilloscope setup. OpenADC is a custom ADC board with a 10-bit A/D converter that supports differential inputs and an adjustable reference voltage. The clock frequency of the A/D converter can be independently chosen of the microcontroller clock. The FPGA takes care of the sample accumulation and sample counting as shown in Figure 3.2. The
integration period is defined by means of trigger signals created by the microcontroller.

### 3.1.1 Average current measurement

At a desired time, the microcontroller triggers the FPGA to start sampling OpenADC data (Figure 3.3). Once the trigger is asserted, the FPGA accumulates ADC samples until the trigger line is re-asserted. The accumulator represents the average current consumed by a function being executed on a microcontroller. It also measures the number of samples collected during trigger window to derive the execution time of that function, denoted by $T_{Alg}$. At the end of trigger event, accumulated value and number of samples are written to the internal FIFO which is read by a python script running on laptop (PC) over UART interface. A Python script uses this data and calculates the average energy consumed by an
MSP430 function as follows:

\[ l_{avg} = \frac{1}{n} \sum \dot{i} \]
Energy \quad = \quad V_{cc}.I_{avg}.T_{Alg} \\
\quad = \quad V_{cc}.\frac{Accm.V_{ref}}{2^n.N_s.R}.N_s.T_s \\
\quad = \quad V_{cc}.\frac{Accm.V_{ref}}{2^n.R}.T_s \quad \quad (3.1)

Cycle count \quad = \quad N_s.T_s.F_{cpu} \quad \quad (3.2)

where $V_{cc}$ is supply voltage of the microcontroller, $Accm$ is FPGA accumulator value, $V_{ref}$ is ADC reference voltage, $N_s$ is number of samples collected during trigger window, $T_s$ is sampling period, $2^n$ is resolution of ADC where $n$ is 10 bit, $R$ is a shunt resistor value and $F_{cpu}$ is microcontroller frequency. Our Energy formula assumes that the voltage supply at the microcontroller input is constant, in other words, that the voltage drop over the shunt resistor is negligible with respect to $V_{cc}$.

The above formula shows that the resolution of energy measurements increases with low reference voltage of ADC, high sampling frequency and with high resolution of ADC. We use sampling rate of 20MHz for operating frequencies below 15MHz and 30MHz for operating frequencies above 15MHz. In our experiments, ADC reference voltage is 0.5V and shunt resistor is taken to be 100Ω. This setup can be used to measure the energy consumption of any device provided that it has the facility to insert a resistor in series with power supply. Also, the device should be able to generate a trigger signal to activate the FPGA accumulator.

### 3.2 System Architecture

Figure 3.4 shows the block diagram of our experimental setup. It consists of two major blocks, a self-powered wireless sensor node and a central control unit (server). The server authenticates different sensor nodes by verifying the node’s signature. The sensor nodes is
powered from an integrated energy harvester. The energy measurement unit described in the previous section is used to precisely calculate the computation and communication energy.

![Wireless Sensor Node Block Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.4: Wireless Sensor Node Block Diagram**

### 3.2.1 Microcontroller

We use MSP430F5438A [29] as our prototyping platform. The MSP430F5438A is an ultra-low power Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) from Texas Instruments, optimized for low-resource applications [30]. The architecture combines five different low power modes suitable for low power battery operation. The MSP430F5438A features a 16-bit CPU, 256KB flash, 16KB SRAM, up to 25 MHz CPU clock and 16 working registers with 12 available as general purpose registers. It also supports a 32 bit hardware multiplier.

Figure 3.6 shows the internal energy management architecture of the MSP430F5438A. In
In general, VCore supplies the CPU, memories (flash and RAM), and the digital modules, while DVcc supplies the I/Os and all analog modules. The internal core voltage of the MSP430F5438A, VCore, needs to be adjusted as a function of the desired operating frequency. The VCore output is programmable in four steps, to provide only as much power as is needed for the speed that has been selected for the CPU. We configure VCore voltage by writing register bits PMMCOREV[1:0]. Table 3.1 shows recommended PMMCOREV settings and minimum external power supply voltage for different frequency ranges. We make use of these programmable VCore levels to optimize the energy efficiency of ECDSA on the MSP430.
Figure 3.6: Voltage and Frequency Scaling

Table 3.1: Recommended PMMCCOREV and $DV_{CC}$ settings for Selected $f_{sys}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$f_{sys}(\text{max})$ (MHz)</th>
<th>Minimum $DV_{CC}$ (V)</th>
<th>Minimum PMMCCOREV[1:0]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.8V</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.0V</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.2V</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.4V</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2.2 RF Transceiver

CC2500 is a RF transceiver from Texas Instruments designed for low power wireless communication [31]. It operates in 2.4GHz ISM band and supports various programmable modulation schemes and power levels. It has a SPI interface for configuration and data transfer. It can operate in polling-based and interrupt-based data transfers. It supports two low power modes, Power down mode and Wake-On-Radio mode, suitable for low power applications. In Power down mode, all the chip peripherals including radio frontend and digital circuitry are off, consuming only 2µA current. But this mode does not support interrupt based re-
ception as the RF front end is turned off. In Wake-On-Radio mode, the RF receiver wakes up periodically and checks for any available packets. It automatically goes back to sleep if no packet is available. It consumes more power in this mode than in the powerdown mode and depends on the wakeup frequency and stay-awake time. We use CC2520EM [32], a RF solution optimized for low power applications.

### 3.2.3 Energy harvester

The sensor node has an integrated energy harvester that scavenges energy from the ambient resources and stores the energy in low leakage supercapacitor. We use AN1010, an optimized energy harvester from Anagear that supports efficient energy management [33]. It features a photovoltaic cell and has an interface to other energy sources like thermal gradient, vibration etc. It supports dual programmable output supplies and consumes very less current in the sleep mode. It implements efficient energy storage capability using autonomous charging circuitry and a supercapacitor. The size of the harvester is dependent on the target application and available ambient resources. Different register settings, level of supercapacitor voltage
and status of the energy harvester are checked over SPI interface.

### 3.2.4 Server

The WSN connects to a server PC with an integrated RF transceiver. The server receives packets from the sensor node, and implements the second half of the signature verification protocols.

### 3.2.5 Energy Measurement Unit

This unit precisely calculates the computation and communication energy for an authentication. These energy readings are used to efficiently implement an energy model for a given application as discussed in chapter 5.
3.3 Target Protocol: ECDSA in secp160r1 and nistp256

The driving application for our measurements is ECDSA key generation, signature generation, signature verification, and signature transmission. ECDSA is a well-known signature mechanism based on Elliptic curve cryptography [21]. Rather than developing our own implementation from scratch, we use the RELIC library with support for the MSP430 and 32-bit hardware multiplier [34]. We have implemented ECDSA using two different prime-field curves, secp160r1 and nistp256, which have a security level of 80 bit and 128 bit respectively. In ECDSA, signing costs one point multiplication, while verification costs two. The scalar multiplication is done with a left-to-right window-3 NAF multiplication, and using Jacobian Projective Coordinates. The field operations are basic Comba multiplication and squaring, with Montgomery reduction. SHA-1 is used for hashing and as a pseudo-random generator. We used two implementation variants for each of the curves: one which uses a 32-bit hardware multiplier (using RELIC’s msp-asm backend), and a second one which emulates multiplication in software (using RELIC’s easy backend).

Our standard testbench goes through ECDSA key generation, ECDSA signature generation of a fixed digest, and ECDSA signature verification, signature transmission over RF. The execution time, as well as the energy, is measured for each of these steps separately. Our
performance and energy numbers only cover the computations, and they don’t include initialization overhead. Figure 3.9 shows the basic software flow that selects different configurations based on the different prime-field curves, supporting different security levels.

### 3.4 Operational Modes

The way various nodes communicate with each other may vary widely depending on the application. In our experiments, we implement the following modes of operation which are gated by the amount of available energy and then analyze the performance of WSN.

1. **Asynchronous TX/RX Mode**: In this mode, the server initiates a communication and sends a request to WSN; the node replies back with appropriate data. The WSN waits for a service request from the server.

2. **Periodic TX Mode**: In a second mode of operation, the WSN starts the protocol by sending the sensed data to the server. The server then authenticates the node by verifying the node’s signature and takes further action.

In both the modes, sensor node first checks the amount of energy available with the harvester and accordingly takes further action. It performs signature generation and transmission if sufficient energy is available, otherwise the system enters power down mode. Energy controlled operation of a node makes it autonomous and energy efficient. It makes the sensor node deployment easy and scalable.
Chapter 4

Experimental Results

In this section, we present experimental results of our energy measurements under different architecture configurations. Each authentication consists of two parts of the energy, namely computation and communication energy. Computation energy is attributed to signature generation whereas communication energy is attributed to signature transmission over RF. We measure the energy consumption of ECDSA key generation, signature generation and signature verification for different operating voltages and frequency settings. We then measure communication energy needed to transmit a signature over the RF to the server. We also measure the signature generation and transmission time to find the throughput of the system, i.e., number of authentications performed per second. We use the gcc 4.6.3 cross-compiler for MSP430 family of microcontrollers. First, we explain the results based on computational efforts for the signature generation and then we discuss communication overhead and total energy consumption for an authentication.
4.1 Computation results analysis

Table 4.1 shows cycle counts for different ECDSA operations, and Table 4.2 shows the footprint of the corresponding implementations. We examine different architecture with varying operating voltage, frequency and with/without use of MSP430’s hardware multiplier. Following graphs show the energy/throughput characteristics for signature generation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>secp160r1 w/o HWM</th>
<th>secp160r1 with HWM</th>
<th>nistp256 w/o HWM</th>
<th>nistp256 with HWM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key Generation</td>
<td>19,343,970</td>
<td>1,796,499</td>
<td>124,427,469</td>
<td>5,225,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signing</td>
<td>19,141,737</td>
<td>2,372,103</td>
<td>124,942,312</td>
<td>6,408,792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification</td>
<td>57,621,281</td>
<td>57,48,345</td>
<td>346,290,644</td>
<td>15,584,937</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>secp160r1 w/o HWM</th>
<th>secp160r1 with HWM</th>
<th>nistp256 w/o HWM</th>
<th>nistp256 with HWM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flash Bytes</td>
<td>27,134</td>
<td>28,168</td>
<td>28,138</td>
<td>32,234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM Bytes</td>
<td>1,074</td>
<td>1,074</td>
<td>1,542</td>
<td>1,542</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1 and 4.2 show the energy consumption for 80-bit (secp160r1 curve) security level, without and with hardware multiplier, respectively. We analyze the effect of different operating voltage on energy consumption. In our experiments, we found that if a microcontroller is operated at 2.0V instead of 2.7V, it saves almost 1.4 times energy consumption. Reducing the operating voltage reduces the dynamic power consumption because the circuit will have smaller voltage swings during switching. Also the static power consumption reduces because the leakage current reduces. Further, the use of the hardware multiplier results in almost
8 times energy reduction. This is because the hardware multiplier accelerates the signing operation almost by 8 times.

Figure 4.3 and 4.4 show the energy consumption for 128-bit (nistp256 curve) security level, without and with hardware multiplier respectively.
The curves for operation at 2.7V is discontinuous at 12MHz and 20MHz. The discontinuities are caused by reprogramming of the power management system of the CPU.

Figure 4.5 shows energy improvement factors for the different architecture configurations. It can be observed that moving towards the origin results in the most optimized design where energy consumption is minimal. Reducing the operating supply voltage from 2.7V to
2.0V results in a gain of 1.4 for both security levels. The computational complexity of used algorithm results in different improvement factors since energy consumption is dependent upon runtime of an algorithm. The acceleration achieved with hardware multiplier is also dependent on the used security level which gives different energy gain factors. Overall the most significant impact comes from architecture specialization.

### 4.2 Communication results analysis

We measure the energy needed to transmit a signature over the RF to the server. This energy depends on the length of the signature; larger the signature size, more is the energy needed for transmission.

Table 4.3 shows the signature length, RF transmission packet length and corresponding transmission energy. One transmission packet consists of total 64 bytes of data. It can be noted that transmission energy is not affected by use of MSP430’s inbuilt hardware multiplier, since it only accelerates the computation of a signature keeping the signature size same. As seen from the table, although the signature length is different for both security
levels, signatures can be packed in a single RF packet consuming same transmission energy. However if the signature size increases we need to send multiple RF packets, thus increasing the transmission energy.

### 4.3 Total energy per authentication

Figure 4.6 shows total energy per signature measured at different operating frequencies of a microcontroller. Signature schemes with security level of 128 bits need more energy than those with security level of 80 bits because of the increased computational complexity and longer signature size. As the frequency increases, the time needed for computation decreases and the energy needed for computation decreases. But, the communication energy remains the same irrespective of the frequency of a microcontroller. In case of ECC, because the computational energy is the major contributor for the total energy, the total energy decreases as the frequency of operation increases.

Figure 4.7 compares the energy consumption of 80 bit and 128 bit security level at 10MHz. ECDSA is based on point multiplication over finite fields which is computationally expensive. Hence, computational energy for ECDSA is higher and it scales up cubically as we increase the required security level from 80 to 128. As the ECDSA based signatures are smaller in size, they need less communication energy. However it was observed that other protocols such as
Lamport-Diffie one-time hash-based signature scheme (LD-OTS) and the Winternitz one-time hash-based signature scheme (W-OTS) resulted in more communication energy than the
computation. The reason for it is, these signatures are comparatively easy to compute but are longer in the length as compared to the ECDSA based signatures. Therefore, depending on choice of the signature protocol a system may be either computationally constrained or communication constrained.
Chapter 5

Methodology for Architecture-Energy Tuning

In this chapter, we show how the energy measurement method can be applied to meet the design requirements. In the following examples, we demonstrate how our energy/throughput curves can be used for system dimensioning. We consider two cases; (1) start from an energy constraint and derive the achievable performance in terms of the latency to complete one signature, (2) we start from a desired application performance, and we derive the required energy (and thus the required energy store). Since there are multiple energy/throughput curves (at different security levels, and at different architecture configurations), we propose that this evaluation is done concurrently over the all available curves, in order to analyze the design space. In the example discussed below, however, we will focus on a single security level and a microcontroller with a hardware multiplier.
5.1 Energy constrained system

Figure 5.1 shows the energy curve for the 80-bit security level. We assume an energy budget of 2 mJ per signature, and we assume a 2V operating level. This limit sets a minimum operating frequency for the microcontroller. The 2 mJ energy level requires a 3MHz operating frequency, which enables a signature to complete in a one second. If we increase the core voltage to 2.7V, the minimum operating frequency at 2mJ per signature will increase to 9MHz, and the signature will complete in 0.25 seconds.

5.2 Throughput constrained system

In second example, we to start from the required signature throughput. The example shown in Figure 5.2 needs to complete a signature in 1/6 of a second. We use our graphs to decide the operating frequency and to find required energy per signature. First, we note that the system needs to operate at least at 14MHz. At that frequency, only the 2.7V core voltage
Figure 5.2: Architecture tuning for throughput constrained system

mode is available. Under this setting, the corresponding energy per signature is 1.9mJ.
Chapter 6

Energy Model

As the battery replacement is a major bottleneck for sensor networks, we propose integration of an energy harvester with the sensor node itself. As the amount and availability of harvested energy is limited, it becomes necessary to efficiently store and utilize the harvested energy. We introduce a model that estimates the total energy needed for an authentication that guides the design of an energy harvester.

6.1 Required Supercapacitor voltage calculation

In order to calculate the required energy for one authentication, we need to precisely measure both computation as well as communication energy. The required supercapacitor voltage is calculated using (6.1). We consider a safety margin of twice the required energy. As solar panel harvests energy, supercapacitor voltage increases and MSP430 periodically monitors this level to control its operational mode.
Energy stored in capacitor > Computation + Communication Energy

\[
\frac{C.V^2}{2} = 2.(E_c + E_{rf}) + E_{ov}
\]

\[
\frac{C.V^2}{2} = \frac{2.(E_c + E_{rf}) + 125}{1000}
\]

\[
V = \sqrt{\frac{2.(E_c + E_{rf}) + 125}{500.C}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

where \(C\) is supercapacitor value in \textbf{Farad}, \(V\) is supercapacitor voltage in \textbf{Volts}, \(E_c\) is computational energy in \textbf{mJ}, \(E_{rf}\) is communication energy in \textbf{mJ}, \(E_{ov}\) is energy harvester overhead which is 125\textbf{mJ}.

### 6.2 Energy Model for decision making

If there is sufficient charge accumulated on the supercapacitor, authentication is performed and signature is transmitted over the RF to the server. Otherwise microcontroller goes to sleep mode waiting for required supercapacitor voltage. Figure 6.1 summarizes different steps involved in the energy modeling. It shows the energy model of a system operating at 2.7V and 10MHz, performing ECDSA signatures, and either configured in periodic transmit mode or in asynchronous transmit-receive mode.

We can derive a relation between solar panel rating, energy needed for one signature and the duty cycle as:

\[
V_{solar}.I_{solar}.t = P_{sleep}.t + E_{sig}.Dutycycle.t
\]

\[
V_{solar}.I_{solar} = P_{sleep} + E_{sig}.Dutycycle
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)
where $V_{solar}$ is the rated voltage of solar panel, $I_{solar}$ is the rated current of solar panel, $P_{sleep}$ is the sleep mode power of the system, $E_{sig}$ is the energy needed for one signature and $DutyCycle$ denotes how often the signature is generated.

Using [6.2] we can design a system depending on the available amount of energy, required security level and duty cycle. For example, if the security level and duty cycle are fixed, we can determine the rating of the solar panel needed. We can determine what security algorithms can be run at what duty cycle with given energy budget. Such modeling needs the amount of energy needed for one computation and transmission, given application energy budget and timing requirements.

The above equation can be further extended to determine how long the system can run on
the supercapacitor’s charge when no solar energy is available as given below:

$$E_{supercap} = P_{sleep} \cdot t + (E_{sig} \cdot (Dutycycle) \cdot t$$

$$t = \frac{E_{supercap}}{P_{sleep} + E_{sig} \cdot Dutycycle}$$

where $E_{supercap}$ is the amount of energy the supercapacitor can hold.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

We demonstrated the importance of energy-architecture tuning for the lightweight platforms. The complex energy-provisioning environment of these applications requires a holistic approach that not only considers performance optimization, but also the energy and/or power needs. We implemented a self-powered wireless sensor node that is capable of providing efficient authentication between resource constrained node and a server, using digital signature scheme. We analyzed and compared the resource overhead in computation and communication for ECDSA for the security levels of 80 bit and 128 bit.

Our experimental results showed the impact of algorithm complexity and several architecture optimization techniques including voltage scaling, frequency scaling and use of a hardware multiplier, on the total energy consumption. For an MSP430 without a hardware multiplier, our prototype needs roughly six times as much energy per signature at the 128 bit security level in comparison to the 80 bit security level. When a hardware multiplier can be used, the difference is roughly two times. A second observation is that architecture specialization matters. Under constant security level, a hardware multiplier reduces the computational energy consumption by almost 8 times. Voltage scaling results in an additional gain factor of 2 in energy.
In addition, we also found that WSN implementing ECDSA consumes more computational energy than communication overhead. Depending on the choice of a signature protocol, a lightweight system can be either computationally constrained or communication constrained. A signature scheme with faster computation and shorter signature size would always result in minimum energy consumption. Furthermore, our results showed that running a microcontroller at highest possible speed minimizes the total energy consumption. Hence, in an energy-harvested sensor node, it is best to hold off on activities until the energy store has sufficient energy to support at least one complete iteration of the signature protocol.
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